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Performance of FastBMD Compared to BMDExpress 2 

 
 
Datasets 

The performance of FastBMD was compared to that of BMDExpress 2 (Phillips et al., 

2019) by analyzing 24 previously published microarray dose-response datasets (Thomas et al., 

2013) with both software. The transcriptomic data were measured in adult rats (Rattus 

norvegicus) that were exposed to five doses of six chemicals for four different exposure 

durations (five days, two weeks, four weeks, thirteen weeks). This resulted in 24 distinct 

datasets, as described in Table S2. Data were downloaded from NCBI’s Gene Expression 

Omnibus (accession = GSE45892). More details on the exposures can be found in the original 

publication (Thomas et al., 2013).  

 

SM Table 2: Description of dose-response experiments used to test FastBMD performance. 
Exposures that generated the previously published datasets used to compare the performance of 
FastBMD to BMDExpress. For dose units: mkd = mg per kg per day; ppm = parts per million.  
 
CHEMICAL DOSES TISSUE 
1,2,4-Tribromobenzene 
(TRBZ) 

0, 2.5, 5, 10, 25, 75 mkd Liver 

Bromobenzene 
(BRBZ) 

0, 25, 100, 200, 300, 400 mkd Liver 

2,3,4,6-Tetrachlorophenol 
(TTCP) 

0, 10, 25, 50, 100, 200 mkd Liver 

4,4’-Methylenebis(N,N-dimethyl) benzenamine 
(MDMB) 

0, 50, 200, 375, 500, 750 ppm Thyroid 

N-Nitrosodiphenylamine 
(NDPA) 

0, 250, 1000, 2000, 3000, 4000 
ppm 

Bladder 

Hydrazobenzene 
(HZBZ) 

0, 5, 20, 80, 200, 300 ppm Liver 

 



Statistical analysis 

Prior to dose-response analysis, each dataset was quantile normalized in R using the 

‘limma’ R package (Ritchie et al., 2015). FastBMD was run offline on the same computer and 

using the same computational resources as BMDExpress so that the elapsed time for each 

analysis could be directly compared between the two software. Within both software, each of the 

24 datasets were filtered to remove any probe that did not have a fold-change of greater than two 

for any dose group. For the BMD analysis, all models except for the higher order polynomials 

(Exp2, Exp3, Exp4, Exp5, Linear, Poly2, Hill, and Power models) were fit to the expression 

values of each probe. These model fits were then used to calculate the geneBMDs and their 95% 

upper (geneBMDu) and lower (geneBMDl) confidence intervals. 

 

For BMD analysis in BMDExpress, the following parameters were selected: 

• Maximum Iterations: 250 
• Confidence Level: 0.95 
• Constant Variance: TRUE 
• BMR Type: Standard Deviation 
• BMR Factor: 1 SD 
• Restrict Power: >= 1 
• BMDL and BMDU: Compute but ignore non-convergence in best model selection 
• Best Poly Model Test: Lowest AIC 
• P-value Cutoff: 0.1 
• Number of threads: 8 
• Model Execution Timeout (secs): 30 

 

For BMD analysis in FastBMD, the following parameters were selected: 

• Lack-of-fit p-value: 0.1 
• BMR Factor: 1 SD 
• Control Expression: Evaluate model at 0 

 



After gene-level BMD analysis, model fits and geneBMD results were downloaded from 

both software and imported into R. These results were filtered to remove any probes where the 

geneBMD was greater than the highest dose, or where the geneBMDu/geneBMDl was greater 

than 40. The remaining geneBMDs were used to compute an omicBMD for each dose-response 

experiment using the “mode” method. Curve fitting results were compared between FastBMD 

and BMDExpress based on the time to compute model fits and geneBMDs, number of probes 

that passed each filtering step, omicBMD values, geneBMD values, distribution of best fit 

models, and model fit quality. Model fit quality was assessed using Akaike’s Information 

Criterion (AIC), which is a modified measure of a model’s prediction error that applies 

increasingly large penalties for more complex models. Thus, a model that has a smaller 

prediction error, but many parameters, may have a worse (higher) AIC score than a simpler 

model that has a slightly larger prediction error.  

Comparing AIC scores across BMDExpress and FastBMD models was challenging as the 

AIC values returned by BMDExpress and FastBMD were different even when the model had the 

exact same coefficients. Thus, AIC values had to be re-computed in R using the same method for 

both software, however there is no straightforward method to manually create model fit objects 

in R with previously defined coefficients. To overcome this, we re-ran “nls”, a non-linear model 

fitting algorithm in base R, for each model fit. Using the previously found coefficients as starting 

values and restricting the number of iterations forced “nls” to converge on the coefficients from 

FastBMD and BMDExpress, returning model fit objects that could be used to compute the AIC.  

 

  



Results and Discussion 

 

SM Figure 1: Time elapsed during BMD analysis. Bars show the number of seconds to perform 
curve-fitting and benchmark dose calculation for each dataset. 
 

FastBMD took between one and two orders of magnitude less time to perform BMD 

analysis for each dataset compared to BMDExpress (SM Figure 1). Some datasets exhibited a 

much stronger dose-dependent response to chemical exposure than others, resulting in different 

numbers of probes that passed the fold change, curve fitting, and BMD filters across the 24 

datasets (SM Figure 2). The number of geneBMDs computed for each dataset ranged from a 

minimum of 16 (TTCP – 4 weeks, BMDExpress) to a maximum of 2945 (NDPA – 5 days, 

FastBMD). In general, the omicBMDs from both software were similar to each other, with an R2 

of 0.997 (SM Figure 3a). OmicBMDs were more variable between the two software when there 

were smaller numbers of geneBMDs (Figure 3b). This makes sense as an omicBMD that is 

computed from 10s of geneBMDs likely has more associated uncertainty than one that is 

computed from 100s or 1000s of geneBMDs. 



 

SM Figure 2: Number of probes that passed each filter. Bars show the number of probes that 
passed each of the filtering steps. (blue = FastBMD; pink = BMDExpress; prefilter_n = after fold-
change filter; fit_n = after lack-of-fit p-value filter; bmd_n = after BMD quality filters).  
 

 

SM Figure 3: Comparison of the omicBMDs from FastBMD and BMDExpress. A) 
omicBMDs computed with the “mode” method using both FastBMD and BMDExpress for the 
datasets summarized in SM Table 2. B) log10 of the ratio of BMDExpress:FastBMD omicBMDs 
plotted against the minimum number of geneBMDs used to compute the omicBMD from both 
software. Given that the y-axis is on a log10 scale, the solid red line indicates a fold-change of 1 
(no change), the solid blue line is a fold-change of 2, and the dotted blue line is a fold-change of 
10.  
 



Across all 24 experiments, BMDExpress and FastBMD found 15 479 and 16 394 

geneBMDs respectively. The majority of the fits were for the same probes (n = 14 598), however 

BMDExpress and FastBMD both found model fits that passed all of the quality criteria for some 

probes (BMDExpress: n = 881; FastBMD: n = 1796) that the other software did not find (SM 

Figure 4a). For the models fit to the unique probes in particular, there was a different distribution 

of best-fitting model types, with BMDExpress tending to find more Hill and Power model fits 

and FastBMD finding more Exponential and Polynomial fits (SM Figure 4b). This shows that 

while neither curve fitting algorithm is the best choice in all scenarios, the FastBMD algorithm 

does find high-quality model fits more often than the BMDExpress algorithm does. 

 

SM Figure 4: Overlapped and unique probes with geneBMDs. A) The overlap of probes with 
geneBMDs that passed all quality filters from BMDExpress and FastBMD. B) Percent of best fit 
models of each type that had a geneBMD from one software but not the other (n = 881 for 
BMDExpress; n = 1796 for FastBMD).  
 

The AIC scores were re-computed for the models that were fit to the same probes by both 

software. Overall, AIC scores were able to be re-computed for both the FastBMD and 

BMDExpress model fits for 13 224 out of the 14 598 shared probes (90.6%). AIC scores were 

unable to be computed for all genes since forcing ‘nls’ to rerun with certain restrictions caused 

errors for some data, while loosening the restrictions had the effect of allowing ‘nls’ to find new 



model parameters. Errors were thrown by both FastBMD and BMDExpress models, so we are 

working under the assumption that the re-computed AIC values for 90.6% of probes are 

representative of the full set of models.  

The re-computed AIC values were very similar across all probes (SM Figure 5a). Out of 

the 13 224 probes with AIC values for both software, 10 080 had the exact same individual 

parameters and model types. They had nearly identical BMDs, except for 18 of the Poly2 fits 

(SM Figure 5b). This can be explained by how each software computes the benchmark response 

(BMR). The benchmark response (BMR) is found by evaluating the fitted model at zero, and 

then either adding or subtracting the standard deviation of the residuals depending on whether 

the adverse direction is positive or negative. In FastBMD, the adverse direction is determined by 

fitting a linear model to the expression values for each probe and seeing if the slope coefficient is 

positive or negative. Since Poly2 curves can change direction, it’s possible for the overall slope 

to be in the opposite direction as when the curve first surpasses one standard deviation of the 

residuals. Thus, on rare occasions (1.4% of Poly2 fits; 18/1282 occurrences), BMDExpress and 

FastBMD can return substantially different gene-level BMDs from the same Poly2 fits. 

Probes with different models (n = 3144) produced geneBMDs that were less consistent 

across the two software (SM Figure 5c). The vast majority of these probes (99%) had different 

best-fitting model types, which then returned less similar geneBMDs for the same probe 

expression values. To determine which software tended to find models with higher quality fits, 

the differences between FastBMD and BMDExpress AIC scores were visualized with a density 

plot (SM Figure 5d). The differences were negative 59% of the time, indicating that when the 

software found different models, FastBMD found higher quality fits more often than 

BMDExpress, although neither algorithm performed the best in all scenarios. 



 

 

SM Figure 5: Probe-level results from FastBMD and BMDExpress. A) AIC scores for models 
returned by FastBMD and BMDExpress (n = 13 224). B) geneBMD values for models with the 
same type and coefficients from FastBMD and BMDExpress that also have AIC scores (n = 10 
080). Upon investigation, all noticeable outliers are from Poly2 model fits (n = 18 Poly2 outliers). 
C) geneBMD vaues for models with different coefficients and/or types (n = 3144). D) Distribution 
of differences between FastBMD and BMDExpress AIC values from models with different 
coefficients and/or types (n = 3144). Negative and positive differences indicate that the FastBMD 
and BMDExpress models had a higher quality fit, respectively.  
 

The majority of the variation in geneBMDs appears to be from scenarios where 

BMDExpress and FastBMD find different best-fitting model types (SM Figure 5c), even though 



these model fits still had very similar AIC values (SM Figure 5a). It is concerning that two 

models with almost the same quality fit can produce substantially different BMDs; this may be 

an inherent limitation to using parametric models for BMD analysis. When there were 

differences in the best-fitting model type, FastBMD tended to find higher quality model fits more 

often than BMDExpress (SM Figure 4a, SM Figure 5d), although BMDExpress does perform 

slightly better at computing BMDs from Poly2 fits.  

BMDExpress and FastBMD both implement the modeling philosophy that is outlined in 

the NTP approach to transcriptomic dose-response modeling. Even though the NTP 

recommendations are quite detailed, there are still practical design choices that must be made 

when implementing the statistical workflow, for example which non-linear parameter search 

algorithm to choose or how to break ties between model fit AIC scores. For many of these 

decisions, there isn’t a clear choice that performs best in all scenarios. However, despite small 

implementation differences like these, FastBMD and BMDExpress returned the exact same best-

fit model for 76% of fitted models. When considering both the number of times that both 

software did not find any model and when the software returned the same model across all 24 

datasets, FastBMD and BMDExpress produced the same results for >99% of the probes.  
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